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Workshop #2: Equity and
Remaining KPIs
Restora�ve Development Partnership
25 January 2021
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1. Introduc�on
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Welcome, Introduc�ons
•

Thanks to everyone who’s here today from
public, nonproﬁt and private organiza�ons

•

Please enter your name, organiza�on, and
�tle/role in the chat box

•

No formal breaks; please take care of your
needs

•

We are recording presenta�on so others can
learn; video will not include par�cipant images

Use chat for ques�ons; we’ll get to some today,
some in other workshops, and some on the
website:
www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
•
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Workshop #2 Overview, Agenda
Purpose, objec�ves, structure: Provide second set of in -depth Feasibility Study Part 1
results, with a focus on building equity -centered communi�es. Presenta�ons by
consultants, Q&A in the Chat, and group discussions.
Topic
1 Introduc�on:Welcome/introduc�ons, agenda, workshop series overview
2 Feasibility Study: Resource Management; Outcomes
2.1 Thought experiment, deﬁni�ons
2.2 Understanding remaining KPIs, macro and micro perspec�ves
2.3 Group exercise 1
3 Feasibility Study: Scaling Restora�ve Development
3.1 Group exercise 2
4 Next steps and preview of next workshop
Consulting team will stay on the line longer for those with additional questions
www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
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Workshop Series: Overview
• Workshop 1, January 14: Introduc�on and Ini�al KPIs
o
o

Understanding and commitment to restora�ve development
Feasibility Study Phase 1 deep dives into ﬁrst 4 key performance indicators, scores, and
technical analysis

• Workshop 2, January 25: Equity and Remaining KPIs
o
o

Building equity-centered communi�es
Feasibility Study Phase 1 deep dives into remaining key performance indicators, scores

• Workshop 3, February 2: Alignment and Moving Forward
o
o

Aligning RD with Partner priori�es: goals and gaps, opportuni�es, conﬂicts, untapped
synergies
Phase 2: what it is, what it means, how to move forward

• Workshop 4, date to be determined: Ac�on -planning workshop for Partners

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
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2. Feasibility Study:
Resource Management;
Outcomes
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Context
● Project starts with
infrastructure, studying
poten�al of a circular
economy
● Few organiza�ons have
studied the circular
economy including
broader economic and
social factors
● This project goes
beyond waste and
materials management
to a circular vision for
society at large...
www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

●
●
●
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Project starts with infrastructure, studying potential of a circular economy
Few organizations have studied the circular economy including broader economic and social
factors
This project goes beyond waste and materials management to a circular vision for society at
large...
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Thought Experiment, Deﬁni�ons
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To start, consider this thought experiment:
What would your neighborhood look and feel like if the 100 people living closest to
you represented the Minneapolis average?

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
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Katie Eggers, Yorth Group

●

To start, consider this thought experiment:
○ What would your neighborhood look and feel like if the 100 people living closest to you
represented the Minneapolis average?
○ We are going to go through this quickly, just to give you an impression as a warm-up for
this session..
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Orange indicates stressors.
Too many people experience one or more stressors: Hunger, crime, poor
physical
or mental health, poverty -- and this is just the average!
www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
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Katie Eggers, Yorth Group
● If your 100 nearest neighbors were representative of the Minneapolis average they would live
in these 44 households: many couples, a few families with kids under 18, single parents, and
lots of folks who either live by themselves or are adult children living in any of these other
household.
● All the households were the houses are colored orange are households that earn under 35,000
dollars. This is a stressor especially for those on the left side who have to stretch that income
over multiple people.
● The people colored in red are those that experience significant stressors, based on the kind of
data that the government collects. So for example, two of the 18 children in this neighborhood
experience food insecurity, five people are victims of crime, etc. You can see details in our
report, but the point is that too many people experience one or more stressors: Hunger, crime,
poor physical or mental health, poverty - and this is just the average!
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Sustainability
Minneapolis fares well
compared to other US
ci�es, ranking #13 out of
105 US ci�es
The picture changes
drama�cally when
Minneapolis is compared
to the best European
ci�es

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

●
●
●
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Minneapolis fares well compared to other US cities, ranking #13 out of 105 US cities in the 2019
US Cities sustainable development report. This report tracks and ranks cities every year
according to their progress towards the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
The picture changes dramatically when we take the data that ranked Minneapolis in this report,
and put it on the scale of the same kind of report, but for European cities.
So, to clarify, this same report exists for European cities, but the scale - 0 being the worst score,
100 being the best, is different in that group of cities.
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www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

●

Source: Stockholm data obtained from 2019 European Ci�es Sustainable Development
Report
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In this graph, Stockholm is gray, Minneapolis is blue. The higher the bar, the better the
performance.
● We will not go through each of these categories, but let’s call out a few on the left here, where
Stockholm is leading Minneapolis by a large margin.
● Remember, a score of 100 reflects the best European city in the SDG assessment, and
Minneapolis barely registers:
○ Crime, esp. Homicides
○ Early Leavers of Education
○ Primary care Doctors per capita
○ CO2 emissions per capita
○ Solid waste per capita
○ Traffic deaths
○ Poverty Rate (OECD measures comparing Sweden in US) <Poverty>
THESE are critical items for
● Minneapolis does excel in three areas compared to Stockholm and other European cities. So, to
be fair, let’s also out call the columns on the right:
○ Electric vehicle charging stations
○ Access to internet at home
○ Patent applications
● Not surprisingly, we are leading in the technology categories, but the question is, how can we
translate this into better social and socio-economic outcomes for all?
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Feasibility Study: Measures
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Introduc�on: Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
Outcomes
•
•

Health + Wellbeing
Culture + Iden�ty

Resource Management

•
•
•
•
•

IT
Management + Governance
Land use + Planning
Mobility + Access
Economy

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

Assets, Resources

Restora�ve
Development
Key
Performance
Indicators

•
•
•
•

Water
Energy
Materials
Food

(KPIs)
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Katie Eggers, Yorth Group
● As reminder, these, these are the 11 Key Performance Indicators that we evaluated in the
assessment. This will also serve as our framework as we make our way through the working
sessions.
● Important to note that these are in a very deliberate order, as they build on top of each other
to create a virtuous cycle in restorative development.
● On the right: Assets and Resources
○ These are our assets that we have as a city, and we believe these are currently
underutilized by being treated only in siloes, rather than being integrated with one
another.
● Next come the categories that describe how we manage our assets and resources, and this,
along with the outcomes that you see on the top left, is our focus for today.
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Some context: Common and Expanded Deﬁni�ons

Restora�ve
development seeks to
take it one step
further:
Remove the fence

Image credit: Craig Frohle

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
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Katie Eggers, Yorth Group
● Before we continue to explain how we measure equity in our model, we wanted to make sure
to provide some context, and bring some clarity to definitions.
● So, I imagine you are all familiar with this graphic, or a version of this, which commonly used to
explain the difference between equality and equity. It’s very important to mention that
restorative development situates itself at this right sight of the spectrum, where it is focus on
addressing the causes of inequity, and removing the systemic barrier that made disparities
possible in the first place. We want to remove the the fence!
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Metrics Model
Level of Measurement
Systems dashboard

Yield from Model
11 KPIs

Simple processes, siloed goals

50 PIs

Individual systems

250 PIs

More complex processes within
system
Full system assessment
Detailed individual performances

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

Overall status check and birds-eye
perspec�ve

750 PIs

1000+ PIs

2000+ PIs

KPI = Key Performa nce Indi ca tor
PIs = Performa nce Indi ca tor

High-level status of key system
components each of the 11 KPIs
Ini�al high-level systems perspec�ve
and status of individual systems
Systems overview and performance at
mul�ple levels, connec�ons emerge
Increased ability to understand ac�ons
and outputs needed to meet goals
Complete oversight, ability to meet
goals via predictable outcomes
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Bjorgvin Saevarsson, Yorth Group
● Reference top and bottom line:
○ At the top the model looks at the systems dashboard of 11 key performance indicators,
an overall status check
○ At the bottom the model has over 2000 measures; if those data were available, the city
would have complete oversight and the ability to predictably meet all restorative
development goals
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Introduc�on: Assessment Scale (+ Q&A/Discussion)
Yorth measures the gain and loss of equity at a
whole-systems level

Regenera�ve

● Restora�ve development has no liabili�es, only
assets
● Asset performance can register as:
○ net-posi�ve
○ net-nega�ve
○ neutral (zero)
● The change in outcomes over �me indicates
the level of equity generated, lost, or
maintained
● Equity is only generated if there are no other
nega�ve eﬀects in the system
● Assets include equipment, infrastructure
components, buildings, people, and
communi�es
www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

Restora�ve

Green

Conven�onal

Exploi�ve

+ Posi�ve
Res tora �ve performa nce i s a -pos
net i �ve
pos i �on. There a re mea s ura bl e pos i �ve i mpa cts
a t the s ys tem l evel . Equi ty i s ga i ned a t thi s
performa nce l evel .
Neutral (Zero Point)
Sus ta i na bi l i ty i s a neutra l pos i �on. There a re no
nega �ve or pos i �ve i mpa cts mea s ura bl e
a nywhere i n the s ys tem. Equi ty i s nei ther ga i ned
nor l os t a t thi s performa nce l evel .

- Nega�ve
Conven�ona l performa nce i s a-nega
net �ve
pos i �on where the i mpa ct i s nega �ve. Equi ty i s
l os t a t thi s performa nce l evel .
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Bjorgvin Saevarsson
●
The zero point is a benchmark that helps us identify whether actions are equitable or not and how
equitable they are. If performance scores below the zero point, it means that the action is causing a
negative impact. Conversely, if performance scores above the zero point, in the net-positive space, the
action is equitable.
●
This is important to know because our current economic system measures at below zero, constantly. We
balance budgets by not paying for important infrastructure and programs, resulting in continuous loss in
‘equity’ that goes unmeasured and uncommunicated.
●
This project included a baseline assessment where current performance has been established across the
11 KPIs. It includes accounting for externalities and full systems accounting -- a requirement for
restorative performance.
Q&A/Discussion: Anne Carroll
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Yorth: City Performance Scorecard

Regenerative
Restorative
Green

Conventional

-30

Exploitive
www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
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Bjorgvin Saevarsson, Yorth Group
●
●
●
●

In our assessment, the City of Minneapolis scored a -30. It means that the city is a conventional city.
In this session, we are covering how the city manages its resources and the tools it has to manage
resources.
Three categories produce outcomes indicating 'green' performance, and eight generating 'conventional'
performance. The significance of this is that all outcomes are in the "net-negative" space.
This means that the 'system' is broken. Successes in the silos have not contributed to the outcomes the
city needs and depends on for resilience and competitiveness. It signals that we do not need to improve
the silos, or rather 'make the silos less bad', but we need to improve the system.

Katie Eggers will now give us an example for how this is applied in this project
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Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
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KPI Summaries: Macro + Micro Perspec�ves
KPI informa�on is presented in two ways (when possible):
Key themes + challenges

Examples: Compara�ve Minneapolis
neighborhood case study

+

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

Katie Eggers, Yorth Group
● A city is only as strong as its most challenged community

20
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OUTCOMES

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
IT

Ma na gement & Governa nce La nd Us e & Pl a nni ng Mobi l i ty & Acces s

Economy

Hea l th & Wel l bei ng Cul ture & Iden�ty

Informa�on Technology, Smart City, and Ar�ﬁcial Intelligence
-27

Themes, challenges:
IT: Do all residents have equitable access to the internet
and technology?
Smart city: Do we have the tools to monitor and manage
all resource ﬂows?
Ar�ﬁcial intelligence:How do we prepare for the socioeconomic fallout of ar�ﬁcial intelligence at the local level
where it will be felt the most?
Case study (hyper-local) example not available
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Bjorgvin Saevarsson, Yorth Group
•
IT score was: -27.0. This score was supported by over 200 indicators. Since most elements of Smart
city and artificial intelligence are not in place, these scores reflect more of the Internet and Mobile
network performances.
•

Why this is important: This is a section that is plagued with data gaps because not much is currently
implemented or measured in this space. Consequently, political decisions can be difficult and
misinformed, resulting in decisions made in the silos and funding spent on siloed goals without regard to
impact on the wider system.
Is our city on track to leverage technology to master 21st century challenges? Smart city is not being
implemented or studied in a purposeful way in the city or region. In restorative development, smart city
is key to managing resources. Artificial intelligence is an area within the economy that takes place in the
private sector and out of government vision and control.

•

Key Themes & Challenges:
•
IT: Do all residents have equitable access to the internet and technology?
Although readily available in most of the city, cost of high-speed internet can be cost prohibitive
to as many as half its residents. With over 30% of workers being self-employed, access to highspeed internet equals access to income. Rapid updates in high speed internet and mobility
networks (5G) throughout the city will support ‘work from home’ but cost is likely to remain a
barrier for many, hindering access to income and equity.
•
Smart city: Do we have the tools to monitor and manage all resource flows, and to close loops,
create efficiencies and avoid waste?

A “smart city” strategy to monitor and optimize all resource flows, including water, energy,
materials, and food, as well as smart transportation infrastructure, including drone
infrastructure, has not yet been conceived or implemented.
•

Artificial Intelligence: How do we prepare for the socio-economic fall out of artificial intelligence
at the local level, where it will most be felt?
The increase in commercialization of artificial intelligence (AI) and automation and its impacts
on employment and wealth distribution poses a threat that Minneapolis, like many cities, is not
yet prepared for.
This is an example of benefits generated in the private sector with potential costs borne by the
public sector. There is a threat of increased costs to the social system through chronic
unemployment, and costs to the vitality of communities. (wealth accumulation in even fewer
hands facilitated by robots and machines, costs to health and wellbeing). This is an unintended
consequence by private sector, while the public sector is still largely unaware or not equipped to
respond.

•

Bridge to next KPI: Fall out from AI can be solved by making education accessible by design, including
geographic proximity to education from people’s homes or place of work, and by creating living-wage
jobs and career pathways in the communities. It can also be solved by creating environments that
attract AI and high tech jobs in the neighborhoods. Education in AI and high tech, engineering and
designs are key to this system.
In the words of Erik Brynjolfsson, formerly MIT’s Sloan School of Management and current senior fellow
and professor at Stanford University where he directs the Digital Economy Lab at the Stanford Institute
for Human-Centered AI: “There are two jobs in the future: those that tell the machines what to do; and
those that are told what to do by the machines -- which side do you want to be on”
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OUTCOMES

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
IT

Ma na gement &
Governa nce

La nd Us e & Pl a nni ng Mobi l i ty & Acces s

Economy

Hea l th & Wel l bei ng Cul ture & Iden�ty

Management & Governance
Due to the complexity of the regional governance
structure, management and governance were considered
out of scope for this phase of the project.
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
IT

Ma na gement & Governa nce La nd Us e & Pl a nni ng Mobi l i ty & Acces s

Economy

Hea l th & Wel l bei ng Cul ture & Iden�ty

Drivers: Land Use & Planning
-31

Themes, challenges:
Proximity: Do neighborhoods func�on like self-sustaining urban
villages, livable for all genera�ons?
Beauty and biophilia:Is there inten�onality in art, beauty, and
habitat in neighborhoods working harmoniously toward posi�ve
outcomes?
Equity: Do we recognize and ac�vely work to correct the legacy of
inequitable historic land use prac�ces?
23

Bjorgvin Saevarsson, Yorth Group
•

The Land Use +Planning score was: -30.9. This score was supported by approx. 100 indicators.

•

Why this is important: Success in land-use and planning is not determined within the “land-use” space
itself and in isolation from everything else. The scores give us 100 key performance areas to consider
when making decisions on land use. Also, and importantly, the scores help us know when an action is on
target, or not because the scores also reflect the synergistic relationships between all parts of the
system.
Is our city on track to complete neighborhoods, net-zero mobility and emissions ?
Let’s look at few common areas of interest:

•

Key Themes & Challenges:
•
Proximity:
•

•
•

When this proximity is lacking for most residents, new multi-use developments designed to
achieve a neighborhood feel tend to serve a particular demographic, such as young
professionals, and continue to act as non-local ‘destination stops’ for everyone else,
ensuring the continued use of cars as the preferred and safest way of travel within the city.
The lack of proximity further exacerbates social and economic disparities.
For example, amongst people who don’t own cars, more blacks than whites live in poverty,
indicating that if owning a car is a lifestyle choice, it is more likely one made by whites.
Do neighborhoods function like self-sustaining urban villages that are livable for all
generations?

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

In other words, do all residents have physical access to education, jobs, health care, safe
transit and walkable neighborhoods, grocery stores and services, climate resilient
neighborhoods, physical activity, leisure, and recreation?
Restorative development brings all these topics in context with infrastructure development,
land-use and planning, and economic development and creates a symbiotic system where
waste and externalities are converted to value within a new system and governance
structure.
o art and beauty: money earmarked by the federal government for ‘green new
deal’.
Hyper Local Setting and child development: The environment within about half a mile of a
child's home is crucial to the child's income potential and level of health as an adult. The
hyperlocal setting will determine the child’s access to equity and quality of life.
In your mind, which elements are critical in the hyperlocal setting for children?
How about for adults?
The parking lot requirement dilemma: Parking spots are no longer requirement for new
development but comes at a time where other key elements that are needed for car-less
living are not in place.
For this to work, all residents must have efficient access to education, jobs, health care, safe
transit, grocery stores and services, climate proof neighborhoods, physical activity, leisure,
and recreation through other means than a car.
Beauty and biophilia: Is there purpose in art, beauty, and habitat within neighborhoods?
Biophilic landscapes includes green and blue infrastructure that can be used to support
streams running through neighborhoods as well as water fountains and other water
features. Through the integrated utility hub (IUH), the restorative development projects
converts waste to value and stormwater to water ponds and features onsite and within
neighborhoods. The output from this process supports green and blue infrastructure that
can enhance the value and attractiveness of a neighborhood for residents and businesses
alike.
Equity: Do we recognize and are actively working to correct the legacy of inequitable
historic land use practices?
Example: Today, not owning a car is mostly a function of income, not choice. As such,
income inequalities and inequities have an impact on car-ownership, and by extension,
access to opportunities. African-Americans and people of color are more likely to live in
households that do not own cars. In Minneapolis, 31% of people of color did not own cars
compared to 12% of whites in 2017.
Land-use practices that force car ownership as a condition for access to jobs and services
are by definition inequitable, allowing those who have a personal vehicle to build equity,
while those without continue to lose equity.
Do we dare to mention Upper Harbor Terminal development? What do you think, is Upper
Harbor a restorative development?
Bridge to next KPI: Let’s take a deeper look…. Katie:
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OUTCOMES

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
IT

Ma na gement & Governa nce La nd Us e & Pl a nni ng Mobi l i ty & Acces s

Economy

Hea l th & Wel l bei ng Cul ture & Iden�ty

Case, Land Use & Planning: Health Eﬀects
Racist housing policies have created
some oppressively hot neighborhoods
National Geographic, September 2020

In Minneapolis, historically redlined areas
(mortgage grade D) average 10.8°F ho�er
than the neighborhoods with an A mortgage
grade, and are 5.3°F warmer than the city
average
h�ps://www.na�onalgeographic.com/science/2020/09/racist -housing policies -created-some-oppressively -hot-neighborhoods/#close

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
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Katie Eggers, Yorth Group
● Our first example comes from a National Geographic article titled: “Racist housing policies have
created some oppressively hot neighborhoods”
● Looking on the map on the left, it tells us that redlined areas are on average, 10.8°F hotter than
the neighborhoods that received an A Grade, and 5.3°F warmer than the city’s average.
● Looking at the map on the right, note the amount of impervious surface and lack of tree
coverage in redlined areas.
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Mobility & Access
-38

Themes, challenges:

Lowest
Score

In restora�ve development, “access” includes
mobility and access to opportunity
Proximity of mobility infrastructure:Does the mobility
infrastructure support safe access to work, educa�on,
health care, parks, sports, leisure, services?
Access to opportunity:Are means to build personal and
community wealth accessible to all? (home ownership,
educa�on, health, income, etc.)

Bjorgvin Saevarsson, Yorth Group
Toward people-centered mobility
•

Mobility and Access score was: -38.1. This score was supported by approx 150 key performance
indicators, and it’s the lowest score in the entire assessment.

•

Why this is important: Success in mobility planning is not determined within the ‘mobility’ space itself
and in isolation from everything else. The scores reflect the symbiotic relationship between mobility
infrastructure and the purpose it serves as an infrastructure component that should support a safe and
high quality of life and prosperous and safe transportation system for goods and services.
Is our city on track to achieve its 2040 goals of reducing car traffic by 40% by 2050 when it is also
expecting more than 800k new residents and possibly 675k new cars by 2040?
The transportation system in Minneapolis is highly effective, transporting millions of passengers every
day on roads and light rail. Thanks to an increasing amount of bicycle paths, more and more trips are
taken by bike each year. At the same time, decades of car-centric transportation infrastructure
development has resulted in roads and highways cutting through every neighborhood, making them
harder to access and unsafe for non-vehicle traffic in areas that already suffer from poorly marked
crosswalks and lack of tunnels and bridges to offer safe passage under busy streets.
These negative effects are further exacerbated by noise and emissions.

•

Key Themes & Challenges:
•
Proximity in mobility infrastructure: Does the mobility infrastructure support safe access to
work, school, after-school activities, health care, parks, sports, leisure, services? Can children
walk or bike safely to school and after school activities or do they need to be driven?
Driving children takes up an enormous amount of time and effort in Minneapolis. The school bus
system costs an approximate $50 million each year and parents with two children can spend up
to half a work week driving their children to sports and recreation each week. This cuts into
shared family time, adds stress on families and traffic system at the same time. However, while
this may be the lifestyle of choice by many, families in lower income brackets often do not have
the luxury of time and car ownership. Because sports and extracurricular activities are not safely
accessible within most neighborhoods, their children cannot attend, even though it would be
made free. This situation further divides communities and acts as a barrier in community
integration.
•
Car = key to access to prosperity
•

While the city should be commanded for taking bold actions and the 2040 Plan, a major
challenge to success in this area is represented by the sheer amount of roads and intersections
in the city that pose access risk, and hamper financial feasibility for alternative travel modes.
Furthermore, the population is growing fast, and will largely depend on a car for most of its
needs given current infrastructure constraints.

Bridge to next KPI: But does linear mobility planning translate into equitable “access” to quality of life
and prosperous business environment?

Towards people-centered connectivity

Access and affordability

In restorative development, the definition of access goes beyond physical access to include access to
opportunity, health, and wellbeing. Since the 1970s, in line with national trends, Minneapolis has seen
decreased access to key equity-building opportunities such as living wages, education, homeownership,
and affordable health care.
Consequently, the rising cost of living is an ever-increasing challenge for almost a third of the city’s
households, disproportionally impacting non-white communities.
There was a time when communities could be poor but, arguably, could have a good quality of life
through buzzling neighborhoods where most needs were met within the neighborhood. What has
changed is that it became increasingly expensive to be poor, forcing people and communities into
complacency.
This historically undetected and unaccounted for loss in equity also represents equivalent social costs
for the city and other levels of local government in the form of housing, food aid, health care, and
daycare subsidies, as well as the cost of incarceration, rehabilitation programs, unemployment, therapy
and training programs, and other costs that are associated with economic exclusion.
Having inherited a broken system that was decades in the making, a new generation of leaders in city
departments such as Community Planning and Economic Development (CPED) are now tasked with
finding a way to communities of people that were ignored for decades back into the economy. The city’s

newly adopted Comprehensive Plan to be realized by 2040 sets bold goals and vision for access and
equity in the city, but the path towards achieving these goals is yet to be determined.
•

Key Themes & Challenges:
•
Access to equity:
Home ownership: Although one can have a high quality of life without ever owning anything,
home equity is a key component in 'intergenerational wealth'.
Education is key to income for residents. For employers, the right education is also key to
fulfilling the need for qualified workforce.
Health: Mental and physical health is key to net-positive producing individuals and companies
within the economy. Are basic and fundamental human needs met where people live and work?
Income: Affordability is a key component in restorative economics. Without it, the above
becomes impossible to achieve.
Living wages that are enforced only work for people that work in the city. When not enough lowskilled jobs exist in the city and the neighboring region allows minimum wages, typically low
skilled workers will travel there for work and come home where they will need social assistance
because the paycheck does not cover living expenses.

But let’s look at the details behind access to equity, starting with access to home ownership.
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Micro Perspec�ve: Map of Neighborhood Study Areas
Hawthorne-McKinley
3 census tracts
9,000 residents

Hiawatha-Howe
2 census tracts
8,000 residents
www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

Katie Eggers, Yorth Group
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Access to Homeownership | Rates
Hawthorne -McKinley
(HMK) has always
lagged behind
Hiawatha-Howe (HH) in
percentage of
homeowners

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
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This is the homeownership rate in both neighborhoods over time. This the kind of graph we use often,
but it’s actually not really telling us much.
So, what it is telling us?
•
•

Hawthorne-McKinley (HMK) has always lagged behind Hiawatha-Howe (HH) in percentage of
homeowners
But nothing much else has changed. It went up for both, then down a little, and in 2018 both
neighborhoods are in a similar place to where the measure began in 1940.

Graphs like this are problematic: just like averages, percentage rates don’t tell the full story. In fact,
when you see this graph, you might conclude that Hawthone Mc-Kinley has always lagged, and will
continue to do so.
Well, here is a different side of the story….
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Katie Eggers, Yorth Group
● …. Look at the population change over time. All of a sudden, the colors have flipped Hawthorne McKinley in blue is now on top, starting with a much higher population in 1940.
● But then Hawthorne-McKinley’s population almost halved from 1940 to 2010.
● Hiawatha-Howe has stayed remarkably flat - in fact, there are just as many people today as
there were in 1940.
● Knowing how dramatically the population changed in Hawthorn-McKinley, let’s look at the
absolute number of homeowners over time.
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Access to Homeownership | Absolute numbers
• Hiawatha-Howe added
homeowners over
�me, even as the
popula�on stayed the
same
• In absolute terms,
Hawthorne -McKinley
homeownership has
almost halved since
1950
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● This graph tells two very different stories, and they are both very American Stories. Let’s start
with the one that we call the American Dream…
● Remember how the population in Hiawatha Howe stayed roughly flat? Well, they were actually
able to add homeowners during that time - about 1000 more people now own a home in the
neighborhood compared to 1940 - that’s not a bad equity gain for a neighborhood of 8000
people.
● The opposite happened in Hawthorne-McKinley.
● The number of homeowners almost halved since 1950, and the neighborhood lost more than
1000 homeowners since its peak.
● And just for clarification: when we say homeowners, these are tracked in the census as “owneroccupied units”, so it means the owners occupy the house they own - these are residents of the
neighborhood.
● We know there are at least two big dynamic at play here, there are probably many more.
○ #1 White flight to the suburbs, which was encouraged and aided by the personal
automobile and the aggressive federal funding of highways as a part of the “urban
renewal” program.
○ #2 Discriminatory housing practices, such as the long lasting effects of redlining, racial
covenants and other discriminations that prevented or failed to support new
homeownership, especially by people of color.
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Access to Homeownership | Combined Home Equity
Combined equity = # of homeowners
* median home price

• Combined home equity
is a proxy for
neighborhood health
• = # of homeowners x
median home price
• Drama�c growth in HH
• Signiﬁcantly slower
growth + drops in HMK
equity
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● As a final part of this analysis, let’s look at the amount of equity that exists in the neighborhood
in monetary terms.
● This graph maps the “Combined home equity”, which we consider as a proxy for neighborhood
health. It’s simply the number of homeowners multiplied by the median home price of the
neighborhood, and that gives us an idea of the amount of wealth in terms of real estate that is
owned by people in the neighborhood.
● Dramatic growth in HH: not only were they able to add homeowners with despite a flat
population, but their home values also appreciated much faster in the last 30 years.
● There is a significantly slower growth in Hawthorne-McKinley, and an actuak drops in equity
over the last decade.
● Hawthorne-McKinley seems more vulnerable to downturns - the 2018 home values similar to
1980s - we’ve seen a similar pattern in other low-income neighborhoods.
● Some nuggets: Our analysis has shown that $174M in additional wealth would exist in the
Hawthorne McKinley community today, had homeownership stayed at 1950s levels.
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Access: Educa�on & Income
Summary:
•

Closing the educa�on opportunity gap: If HMK college -degree rates were
the same as HH, 1000 more people would have degrees, and together
$45 million more per year.

earn

• Closing the income disparity gap : If the 3,600 HMK residents with high
school, associate, and bachelor’s degrees earned the same income as those
in Hiawatha -Howe, together they would earn $50 million more per year
o Hypothe�cally, closing this income disparity gap could add 440 homeowners,
or pay for 500 more 4-year degrees every year (in a neighborhood of 9000!)

See Mobility and Access report for details
www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
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•
•
•

Closing the education opportunity gap: If HMK college-degree rates were to be the same as
HH, 1000 people would have to graduate. Together they would bring in additional yearly
incomes of $45M.
Closing the income disparity gap: If the 3,600 residents of HMK that hold highschool, associate
and bachelor degrees earned the same income as those in Hiawatha-Howe, they would realize
combined additional incomes of $50M per year
Hypothetically, closing this gap could add 440 homeowners, or pay for 500 more 4-year
degrees every year
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Economy
-31

Themes, challenges:
Systemic Model:Is the local economy circular and
resilient? (Current: Linearity, with conven�onal takemake-waste economic model and siloed isolated
infrastructure systems)
Economic Opportunity:Do we understand the cost of
exclusion and the beneﬁts of inclusion?
(Current: Over 1/3 Minneapolis households earn incomes
under $35K)
32

Bjorgvin Saevarsson, Yorth Group
Growth through equity
•
The Economy score was: -31.0. This score was supported by approx. 100 key performance indicators.
•
Why this is important: The “economy” score reflects performance within all the other KPIs studied in
this project. While economies are traditionally measured by the performance of industry and financial
sectors, the scores in this project reflect the underlying foundations of the areas of the economy that
are directly controllable by the city/region.
Important to know the role of public sector, industries, and communities in the path forward.
Is our city on track to restorative economic performance and circular economy?
in the sections before, we have examined infrastructures through water, energy, materials, Food, IT,
Land- use planning, and Mobility and we have discussed the performance of ‘silo’
In restorative economics, we begin to understand how these silos function as a part of a system. And in
Restorative and circular economic systems, externalities are accounted for. Remember, in conventional
economic systems, externalities are not factored into the price of goods and services, making it
impossible to make financial comparison between new systems that are needed for success and the
existing system that is broken but paid for.
However, all these externalities play out in the economy, somewhere. The economy pays for it and we
call it economic leakages which are a characteristic of a conventional economic model and is not just
witnessed in Minneapolis alone but most cities and economies around the globe.

In this context, we need to look at the relationship between the public and private sector. By providing
the infrastructure that can capture waste from industries
Economically this historically undetected and unaccounted for loss in equity also represents equivalent
social costs for the city and other levels of local government in the form of housing, food aid, health
care, and daycare subsidies, as well as the cost of incarceration, rehabilitation programs,
unemployment, therapy and training programs, and other costs that are associated with economic
exclusion.
In the restorative economy model used in this project, an asset that produces a net-negative value is not
a liability. It is a net-negatively performing ‘asset’. It indicates that it needs investment and
maintenance.
•

Key Themes & Challenges:
•
Systemic Model: Conventional take-make-waste economic model and siloed isolated
infrastructure systems:
•
Materials and resources are used once and then discarded.
Siloed infrastructure systems Makes up for the most expensive and least efficient way to
manage these resources. Each resource system has its own infrastructure and
governance.
•
Poor neighborhoods and treated as a liability and not an underutilized asset that needs
attention and investment to be able to become a net-positive contributor in the
economy.
•
Reliance on growth-dependent national economic model, low local economic
independence and resilience.
•

Economic Opportunity: Do we understand the cost of exclusion and the benefits of inclusion?
In the section before, Katie gave us an idea for some of the economic benefits of including a part
of the city that historically has been seen as a liability.

•

Example: How can benefits generated in the private sector generate costs borne by the public
sector:
What if artificial intelligence begins to replace low-skilled jobs and creates increased costs to the
social system through chronic unemployment and other socio-economic burdens?
How can the city and county deal with the long-term wealth accumulation on even fewer hands
facilitated by even decreasing costs of robots and machines.
These are the unintended externalities that are rooted in the private sector while it fights to
remain competitive.
Restorative development answers these questions and helps design the right infrastructures,
and socioeconomic systems that translate into a city and a region that offers high quality of live
for all its residents and a prosperous and resource resilient business landscape.

Bridge to next KPI: Let’s look at an example for what we find when going beyond averages...What is the
economic opportunity gain or loss for the city? In other words, what is the ROI (return on investment) of
restorative development in Minneapolis? Katie...
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Economy: Quality-of-life gap

$91M

•

In 1950, HMK median
household income paid
90% of average
household expenses;
today it pays 54%

•

Quality-of-life gap=
Average cost of living
minus median
household income

•

Quality-of-life gap for
HMK’s 9,000 residents
is > $91M

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

Katie Eggers, Yorth Group
● This graph is a graph that you are all familiar with, because it describes the increasing gap
between the “haves” and the “have nots” that we have seen in the United States over the past
decades, but here it is mapped at the neighborhood level.
● The orange bar is the average annual household expense in the metro area. We don’t have the
data for Minneapolis alone, so we are using this federal Consumer Price Index Measure that
goes back until the 1950s - unfortunately, HH expenses are only available as average.
● When you look at the 1950s, you’ll see that there is very little divergence between the average
expense and incomes for different neighborhoods.
● In fact, In 1950, HMK median income paid 90% of expenses, but watch the blue line diverge
from the dotted Minneapolis line, and from the grey Hiawatha Howe line.
● Today, the average household income in Hawthorne McKinley covers only 54% of the average
metro household income.
● Incomes for a Hawthorne-McKinley household would have to double to reach the average
quality of life in the metro area.
● We’ve done thought experiment to understand how far away the 9000 residents of HMK are
collectively from the average quality of life. So, multiplying the average annual expense X 9000,
- the collective income of the all households in the neighborhood gives us a gap of over $91M.
● This gap is partially covered by people scaling back their expenses and quality of life, but also by
increasing household debts, and public aid. So we can look at these $91M as both a cost to the
system, but also an opportunity of the kind of economic benefits that could be had if the
people in this neighborhood had access to education, career pathways and higher-earning jobs.
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Economy: Opportunity for more equitable economy
• The bo�om 30% of
Minneapolis households earn
less than $35,000 annually
$2.8B

• Together, these ~55,000
households are $2.8 billion
short of reaching the area’s
average standard of living
• This is a glimpse of the
opportunity of building a
more equitable economy that
oﬀers living wage jobs for all
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●
●
●
●

So here is the same thought experiment scaled to the entire city of Minneapolis.
The bottom 30% of Minneapolis households earn less than $35,000 annually.
Together, these ~55,000 households are $2.8 billion short of reaching the area’s average
standard of living.
This gives a glimpse into the opportunity of a building a more equitable economy that offers
living wage jobs for all.
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Outcomes: Health & Wellbeing
-28

Themes, challenges:
Social health:Do Minneapolis residents have access to
social health?
Physical health:Do Minneapolis residents have access to
physical health?
Business health: Do Minneapolis businesses have access
to a safe and healthy business landscape?
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•

The Health & Wellbeing score was: -27.5. This score was supported by approx. 100 key performance
indicators.

•

Why this is important: Success in planning for health and wellbeing depends on the understanding of
how the socio-physical environment impacts basic human needs. At a deeper level, success also
depends on the ability to meet people where they are. For example, is it a given that a population that
has been excluded from the economy for a long time will be ready to enter and participate freely? This
indicates that patience is critical to success. When people are mentally exhausted, they must be given
time to show up when they are ready. When not accounted for, this can delay ROIs and cause political
and financial support to dwindle. This is a critical and grossly overlooked part of social financing in the
world today but is an integrated part of restorative development funding in this project.
But there also are mounting challenges that come from perhaps unexpected directions that can make
recourse an impossible challenge to overcome. These challenges include: (1) job loss to artificial
intelligence; (2) externalities that the city deals with from the region; and (3) accumulation of wealth to
the upper income brackets that simultaneously dries equity from neighborhoods.
Note: The ultimate identity of the city and region will ultimately be determined by how the city responds
and builds towards addressing these challenges.

•

Key Themes & Challenges:
•
Mental health: Do Minneapolis residents have access to mental health?
As discussed in previous sections then Minneapolis residents do not have equal access to health.
Mental health is key to net-positive producing individuals and economic systems. In the
previous sections we have learned that economic exclusion is costly for governments and that

people and communities that operate at a net-negative level tend to have worse physical and
mental health than those who live in ‘average’ category or higher.
Social health is determined by factors such as access to quality of life, physical health, -environmental pollution, including noise and light pollution, ability to experience nature and
habitat….. Are basic and fundamental human needs met where people live and work?
•

•

Physical health: Do Minneapolis residents have access to physical health?
When designing for health, key areas of consideration include access to physical training, healthy
food options, walkability/bikeability, climate resilient neighborhoods, etc.
This is a topic that takes place at the intersection of land-use, economic development, and
infrastructure.
Business health: Do Minneapolis businesses have access to healthy business environment? Are
Minneapolis businesses well prepared for the advent of the circular economy, rapid growth in
technologies, and environmental and social compliance?
Do businesses add stress to the lives of Minneapolis residents? Long and even unpredictable
work hours, poor work environment, unsafe work environment, -- what is the city in control
over and what is it not? In restorative development, the question of what kind of businesses
and work environment the city aims to attract in the future must be established.

In terms of government/industry relations, perhaps the biggest threat to the social and economic health of the
region lies within the potential of artificial intelligence and the radical accumulation of wealth that is intrinsic to
its value proposition and can cause irreversible socio-economic stress that most governments are ill-equipped to
handle.
Workers replaced by machines. If new jobs are not created for those who are lost to AI, unemployment will be
chronic and an ever-increasing burden on government. Additionally, AI can contribute to further increasing
wealth gaps, sucking wealth and equity out of local economies and communities and accumulate on few hands
that will not only enjoy access to wealth but also power, at the cost of government.
Katie will give us another example….
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From Land Use to Health & Wellbeing: History’s Long Echo
Redlining, 1930s

Prevalence of
Poor Mental
Health, 2017

While correla�on doesn't equal causa�on, these maps show structural diﬀerences in
neighborhoods have not changed in almost a century.
www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

●

Neighborhoods in areas
of concentrated
poverty report 17%
with not good physical
health, and 19% with
not good mental health

●

Census tracts with the
highest life expectancy
in the world (88 years),
are just miles from
those with life
expectancy worse than
Rwanda (Hawthorne McKinley=68 years)
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Not meant to imply a direct causation, but:
The outline of the relining map reads like a blueprint for many socio-economic maps of present times,
including health outcomes. While the relationship is complex, it shows that structural differences in
neighborhoods have not changed in almost a century.
●

Neighborhoods in areas of concentrated poverty report 17% of residents who are not in good
physical health, and 19% who are not in good mental health

●

Life expectancy can vary as much as 20 years between Minneapolis neighborhoods.
●

This means that we have census tracts that have the highest life expectancy in the world
(88 years), only miles from census tracts that have a worse life expectancy than Rwanda
(Hawthorne McKinley: 68 years)

Here is another eye-opening stat… Every 7 minutes a Black or African American person dies
prematurely in the United States. This amounts to 200 people a day who would not die if they had
health outcomes similar to white people. This is equivalent to two people/day in the metro area. Katie
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Culture & Iden�ty
-26

Themes, challenges:
A�rac�on: Does the city provide a high quality of life for all, and
can thereby a�ract new businesses and residents that share its
values?
Future-proof:Will circular economic businesses be able to thrive
in the city and region through circular public infrastructure?
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Ultimately, and arguably, the identity of the city and region may be determined by how the city responds to the
challenges mentioned in the previous sections and how it builds towards addressing these challenges.
•

The Score was -25.6

•

Why this is important: In light of the lower scores in some key categories we explored, this score
indicates that the identity of the city is at risk of being mildly inflated. Inflated identity sets expectations
that the city may not live under. For example: a large amount of new residents will need utilities, food,
jobs, homes, etc., and with current trends, there is high risk that the city will take on costs that are
higher than the benefits.

•
Key Themes & Challenges:
Attraction: Does the city provide a high quality of life for all, and can thereby attract new businesses and
residents that share its values?
•
Built environment: Land-use and mobility challenges, lack of habitat, improvements in
preserving historic sites and buildings, connection with the river, lakes
•
Culture: The city is rich in sports being home to most major sports in the region. Minneapolis
also sports an abundance of music venues, a symphony orchestra, theaters, art centers and an
arts district, and interesting restaurants and cafes of all sorts are found throughout every corner
of the city.
•
Social health: The nation’s best and the nation’s worst: Do Minneapolis residents have access
to mental and physical health through design (art, beauty, walkability, access to nature/habitat,
safety, education, jobs and careers, equality, equity, justice?
Will circular economic businesses be able to thrive in the city and region through circular public
infrastructure?

•

Business health: Home to fortune 500 companies, a strong finance sector, leaders in bioscience,
agriculture, and creativity. Do industries have access to natural and public resources in ways
that does not create externalities for the public sector? Does the infrastructure manage their
wastes in ways that generates jobs and values within the communities. This will likely be a key
factor in the future identity of the city and region and a key determinant in what the city and
region will attract.
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Group Exercise 1: System Flaws (15 minutes)
Outcomes
Economic:

• Deepening inequality
• High vulnerability

Social:

• Stress, exclusion,
disengagement
• Lack of opportunity

Environmental:

• Pollu�on
• Deple�on of resources

What system factors used to or s�ll contribute to such
outcomes? What are the results?
Examples…
• City picks up organic waste from neighborhoods and takes/uses it
elsewhere -- result is that asset is taken from the neighborhood
• Long-standing low minimum wage results in intergenerational
poverty

Instructions:
•
•
•
•

Take a minute to think
Use the Chat and write one idea at a �me
Be speciﬁc about the factor and the result
<Brief discussion based on ideas from Chat>

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
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Facilitator: Anne Carroll, RDP planning consultant
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Feasibility Study: Scaling
Restora�ve Development
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This is what restorative development could look and feel like in Minneapolis:
● Green and blue infrastructure intersect with design to provide climate resilient neighborhoods
● Vegetation and water sequester heat and absorb emissions
● Reclaimed stormwater provides water for public pools
● Buildings can be made by reclaimed materials and house residents on one side and local
businesses on the other that convert waste to value, taking treated waste materials from the
IUH which could be situated in one of these buildings.
● Safe walkways/bicycle paths/
● Attractive to residents and businesses alike #services, jobs, homes, health, safety, education, --
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Key to Restora�ve Development:
Integra�ng Water, Energy,
Materials, and Food

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

Ima ge Credi t: Ra mbol l & Yorth Grou

Pictured: Integrated Utility Hub Visitor Center; IUH Building, Aquaponic Fish Tanks
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Integrated U�lity Hub
(IUH) as a catalyst for
restora�ve and
circular development

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
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Image credit (Top to Bo�om): Ramboll; Hanover Company; Komatsu Mining South Harbor Campus rendering.

Bjorgvin Saevarsson, Yorth Group
The IUH kickstarts a restorative economic infrastructure system that supports all aspects of community by
converting waste to value onsite and with intentional focus on value creation at the community level. It provides
outputs that can be used by the local community in ways that generates jobs and career pathways, directly
within the IUH and the ecosystem it spurs. As such, the IUH is a CATALYST for restorative development and will
help achieve outcomes that otherwise would be very challenging if not impossible.
All employees in the IUH and the IUH ecosystem will come from the community. High tech jobs in energy, water
treatment, etc, will originally be manned by trained engineers from engineering partners, but the local
community will receive training and take over as soon as ready.
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Integrated U�lity Hub
(IUH) as a catalyst for
restora�ve and circular
development
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●

U�l i ty func�ons a nd publ i c rea l m work
together to crea te a s ens e of bea uty

●

Performs a t res tora �ve l evel , mea ni ng wa t
i s cl ea ned, ha bi ta t for wi l dl i fe i s res tored

●

Hous i ng ma de more a ﬀorda bl e by outputs
from IUH (energy, food, l i vi ng wa ges )

●

Des i gned for peopl e to gra dua te out of, a s
they compl ete ca reer pa thwa ys a nd ea rn
l i vi ng wa ges

●

Crea �on of a regi ona l ci rcul a r economi c hu

●

Poten�a l to a �ra ct na �ona l a nd i ntl ’
i nves tments a nd compa ni es

●

(Covered in detail on next page)
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Bjorgvin Saevarsson, Yorth Group
Blue Green Infrastructure
●
●

Utility functions and public realm intersect with habitat and work together to create a sense of beauty
Performs at restorative level, meaning water is cleaned, habitat for wildlife is restored, etc.

Affordable Housing
●
●
●

●

Housing made more affordable by outputs from IUH (energy, food, living wages)
Designed for people to graduate out of, as they complete career pathways and earn living wages
The project team has developed a preliminary plan that offers 500 community members to enter a
training/education program in conjunction with work in the system, earning living wages. Graduation
every two years. New group every two years, per each IUH. Example: Xcel and Centerpoint have
indicated that they are looking technical workers and can’t find them. This is one opportunity that can
be achieved as a by-product within this system.
Catherine Fleming: Yes, all workers will come from the community. In the beginning, all specialty or high
tech jobs that the community cannot support will be manned by the engineering firms but only until
community members have been educated and trained to mann these positions.

Materials Reclamation & Remanufacturing Program
●
●
●

Creation of a regional circular economic hub
Potential to attract national and intl’ investments and companies
(Covered in detail on next page)
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Integrated Material Reclama�on, Treatment,
Remanufacturing
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The opportunity for new and existing Minneapolis businesses / regional development:
Industrial symbiosis
Countless large businesses are looking for opportunities within the circular economy. Manufacturers
are looking for resource and material security, with special interest in reclaimed materials that can be
supplied by the IUH and small, local businesses that further treat the waste materials before selling it
back to the larger corporations.
Meanwhile, there is more capital available than qualified project in the world today.
We will dive into other aspects of this in the next workshop, next week.
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Group Exercise 2: Organiza�onal Contribu�ons (10 minutes)
Elements of RD

● Urban agriculture +
ﬂower nurseries
● Biophilic landscapes
● Water features (u�lity +
public realm)
● Aﬀordable housing
● Architecture
● Engineering, design
● Circular materials
management
● Workforce educa�on,
rehabilita�on, youth
development
● Financing

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

How can your organiza�on (or those you work with)
contribute to restora�ve development? What would be the
results?
Examples…
• Housing: City incentivizes aﬀordable housing, resulting in less
displacement
• Urban ag: Park board exploring local food production on park
land, increasing food security

Instructions:
•
•
•
•
•

Take a minute to think
Use the Chat and write one idea at a �me
At the beginning of your idea list the RD topic
Be speciﬁc about your contribu�onand the result
<Brief discussion based on ideas from Chat>
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Also consider: How do these RD elements beneﬁt your organization?

Facilitator: Anne Carroll, RDP planning consultant
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Next Steps
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Next Steps
•

Workshop 3, February 2: Alignment and Moving Forward
o
o
o

Aligning RD with Partner priori�es: goals and gaps, opportuni�es, conﬂicts, untapped
synergies
Phase 2: what it is, what it means, how to move forward
Learn more at www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

•

Membership: If your organiza�on is commi�ed to restora�ve development, please
complete Partnership Applica�on at www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org

•

Ques�ons:
o
o

Answers to many ques�ons will be posted on website or discussed in other workshops
Following the evalua�on, consultants will also stay on this call and answer more questions

www.Restora�veDevelopmentPartnership.org
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Facilitator: Anne Carroll, RDP planning consultant
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Evalua�on: Pop-up poll
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Thanks so much!
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